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RUGBY, PROXIMO MERGER SETS 
SALVADORA PROJECT IN MOTION

ARTICLE

Rugby Mining (TSX-V: RUG) and Proximo Resources recently 

announced a merger agreement that is the fruit of some 18 

months of negotiations and groundwork. 

Due to close by the end of August, the agreement will position 

Proximo’s Salvadora property as Rugby’s flagship project, with 

former Proximo CEO Peter Love becoming CEO of Rugby. Proximo’s 

exploration leaders Glen van Kerkvoort and Arturo Correa will 

also join Rugby’s Paul Joyce to strengthen the acquiring firm’s 

exploration team.

Members of the management teams at Proximo and Rugby have 

worked together in a number of ventures over the years, such 

as Argentine asset developer Extorre, which was sold to Yamana 

Gold in 2012.

So rather than a matter of Rugby specifically seeking a Chilean 

The dream of developing the Salvadora property, in Chile’s El Indio Belt, remained out of reach for many years due to fragmented 
ownership. Rugby Mining now has a solid plan for the project.

Enhanced satellite imagery of Rugby’s new flagship, the Salvadora Project

project or a silver project, or Proximo seeking a financial partner, 

it was more a decision based on bringing together the right 

people, with solid industry experience and a good track record, 

Love told Chilexplore Report.

“We always intended Proximo to be a stand-alone company, to 

be independently listed, and we approached Rugby as a matter 

of personnel networking. But Rugby liked our projects and team, 

and proposed that we join them rather than the other way round,” 

Love said.

Rugby ended June with 109.5mn shares outstanding and will issue 

some 50mn shares to incorporate Proximo’s shareholders, so Love 

estimates that this group will represent about 31% of ownership 

in the consolidated company, with current Rugby board members 

owning the majority of the rest.

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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One of the requirements in the merger agreement is a commitment 

to raise at least CAD$2.5mn, an investment opportunity that Love 

expects to be open to outsiders as well as existing shareholders.

The proceeds will be invested across all of Rugby’s properties, 

he added, stressing that Salvadora’s role as flagship in no way 

diminishes the value of Rugby’s existing portfolio, particularly the 

Cobrasco copper-molybdenum-gold project in Colombia. 

Rugby’s prior portfolio also features the El Zanjon epithermal gold 

project in Argentina, the Motherlode Mine copper-gold porphyry 

project in the Philippines and the Otway copper-gold project in 

Australia; while Proximo brings with it two gold projects in the 

Deseado Massif: Venidero on the Argentine side and Altiro-Futuro 

in Chile.

SALVADORA: A TOUGH NUT TO CRACK

Proximo exploration VP Arturo Correa first encountered Salvadora 

in 2002 when he was with Rio Tinto, and although at the time 

that firm was more interested in disseminated, high-sulphidation 

systems rather than structurally controlled deposits, Correa 

always remembered the potential of the high grades he’d seen 

there, Love explained.

Then Glen van Kerkvoort visited the area in 2012 but saw that 

the main difficulty for developing the site was the fragmentation 

of ownership. “One group that did have a large part of the 

concession was working to piece together the tenements, and 

promised to get back to Glen once that was sorted out, but it 

never happened,” Love said.

Also, given Proximo’s other properties in the Deseado area, the 

initial focus for additional sites was in the south of Chile, but 

inspired by Correa the Proximo team decided to take on the work 

of consolidating the Salvadora concessions in 2020, renewing 

contact with that same majority concession holder, who by now 

thought it would be impossible to get all the stakeholders to 

negotiate.

“He said, ‘Good luck getting those guys across the table!’, but we 

were very fortunate to have Arturo on our side. He commands a 

lot of respect in Chile and was crucial to getting this deal done,” 

Love explained, adding “It was opportunistic in that sense, and it 

took almost 12 months to get to a position where we were able to 

sign and consolidate the land position.”

During the 2020-2021 exploration season Proximo Resources 

Peter Love, former CEO of Proximo, now CEO of Rugby

undertook work comprising road rehabilitation, geological 

mapping, rock chip and chip channel sampling, alteration analysis 

and remote sensing satellite data studies.

Proximo’s samples of mineralized massive quartz and sheeted 

veins have confirmed figures from previous owners, with values 

of up to 1,550g/t Ag, 2.91% Cu, 0.70g/t Au, 6.32% Pb.

The strike at Salvadora is 7km x 0.5km, with exposed mineralization 

occurring over a vertical interval of 400m, which gives the 

impression of depth continuity within the mineralization. 

Proximo approached a majority 
concession holder at Salvadora about 

consolidating the titles, even though he 
thought that would be impossible.

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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However, further sampling and geophysical surveys are necessary 

before drilling can confirm this, particularly over the 70% of the 

property that is covered by scree. The project has the necessary 

permits and drilling is expected to follow late-2021 or early-2022. 

Other El Indio properties have produced large amounts of gold 

from much smaller strike lengths, so the higher grade zones at 

Salvadora are most likely concentrated in isolated areas and 

“it’s going to come down to fully understanding the system and 

identifying the high-grade areas,” Love noted. 

Also, once the project is fully scoped, he foresees a need for 

exploration elsewhere in the land package, since there have been 

historical results of geochemical samples returning high-grades 

away from the main structure. “Something we’ll have to do [later] 

is investigate where those samples came from,” he hinted.

The immediate task at Salvadora is to proceed with a helicopter-

borne air magnetics and radiometric survey, but that will have 

to wait until October when there is likely to be less snow on the 

ground. 

In the meantime, there is still work to be done in planning, 

purchasing and setting up the operations bases.

Proximo’s channel sampling geochemistry

https://chilexploregroup.cl
https://explorationmapping.com/
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ARTICLE

As the tech industry helps exploration and mining firms extract data from more and more processes and sources, there is 
more need to automate analysis of that data.

The mineral exploration industry has excellent tools – such as 

portable XRF – for rapidly scanning core samples and converting 

their secrets into numerical data, but it can be very time-

consuming to make sense of that data manually.

With this in mind, since 2015 CSIRO has been perfecting a software 

platform, now called Data Mosaic, that can process such datasets 

and render 3D geological models in minutes. 

The heart of the solution is a mathematical procedure called 

Wavelet Tessellation, which identifies inflection points in a 

numerical signal. For drill core data these inflection points 

correspond to the boundaries between units with different 

rock properties. Machine Learning can be used to automate 

classification of the rock units based on multiple data types.

Furthermore, the technique takes into account both the 

wavelength and amplitude of features in the signal, which means 

it also quantifies the degree of change for each property, which 

could be the content of a specific element or set of elements, or 

a basic physical property.

“We’ve applied this technique to any number of different datasets. 

Any kind of downhole numerical data – it can be geochemistry, 

Gamma, XRF, neutron velocity, wireline logging, hyperspectral 

data or LIBS,” says Dr Jessica Stromberg, team leader of CSIRO’s 

Mineral Footprints Team, which continues to study how Data 

Mosaic can be improved and applied to new datasets.

The technique can even be applied to data from the drill bit, such 

as penetration rate, torque-on-bit, fluid flux etc. “That’s all data 

that is collected anyway, and is clearly related to rock properties, 

like hardness,” Stromberg adds. 

One of the more recent areas of research for Stromberg’s team is 

assessment of the best methods for inputting hyperspectral data 

into Data Mosaic, since such data can be applied to geological 

logging in multiple ways (raw spectral data, spectral indices and 

CSIRO’S DATA MOSAIC: USING SIGNAL 
PROCESSING TO CRUNCH CORE-SAMPLE DATA

How data can be visualized at varying degrees of resolution or domain 
scales

spectral mineralogy outputs). “We are continuing to investigate 

the most efficient and reliable use of HyLogger 3 spectral data 

and products in Data Mosaic for generating geological logs,” she 

notes.

The method is most effective for large numerical data sets, with 

dense, regularly sampled data, for which it will provide rapid, 

consistent results.

This means the software is ideal for mapping large numbers of 

drill holes, and the beauty of Data Mosaic in that context is that 

the same configuration of parameters – set according to the 

geologist’s knowledge of the terrain - can be repeated for every 

single sample.

The Data Mosaic website (https://research.csiro.au/data-

mosaic/) links to detailed studies demonstrating the use of the 

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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technique: one modelling 50,000 datapoints of multi-element 

chemistry data from 259 drill holes at a layered mafic-ultramafic 

intrusion in Brazil (Fazenda Mirabela, Bahia); and another using 

90,000 assay datapoints from a disseminated Ni-Cu-(PGE) sulfide 

orebody in Finland (The Kevitsa deposit).

But what about exploration firms that drill only a few holes each 

month?

In that scenario Stromberg believes Data Mosaic can still show its 

strength. “You may need to look at all the drill holes from a single 

area together, that’s where the fast processing comes in. But 

even on the scale of a few holes, it can be very valuable in terms 

of cost-saving, time-saving for geologists, interpreting the data 

from the drill holes and allowing faster decision-making, such 

as whether to continue or stop drilling, or where to drill the next 

hole,” she says. 

While the above datasets are indeed huge, those case studies 

come from fairly homogenous environments. The much greater 

tectonic activity in the Andes likely leads to much more complex 

stratigraphy. Could this test the limits of Data Mosaic’s processing 

power?

Stromberg thinks not, and expects it to work just as well in such 

environments because CSIRO has tested it on drill holes and data 

from many different rock types and ore types. 

“I would argue that in structurally complex terrains it’s even more 

important to nail down and correlate your geological boundaries 

and lithologies, and do that objectively because yes, in those 

cases there will be a lot of folding,” she says, adding “it also allows 

The 259 pseudo-logs from Mirabela, rendered at a coarse domain scale 

The method provides rapid, consistent 
results particularly for large numerical data 

sets, with dense, regularly sampled data.

you to quickly test many different models to see what fits best, 

since it’s so quick in generating downhole logs.”

KNOCK-ON EFFECT IN OTHER AREAS OF RESEARCH

The icing on the cake is that Data Mosaic is free, available as 

a web app and built with accessible research code written in 

Python. However, a stand-alone, desktop version is available 

under license, and CSIRO is working one-on-one with major 

mining companies to help them implement it in their in-house 

workflows, as well as working with service companies specialize 

in generating this kind of data. 

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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What’s more, CSIRO now uses Data Mosaic in-house as a standard 

part of its projects, it’s been adopted by the teams doing the 

Geological Survey of Western Australia and South Australia, and 

geophysical mapping firm Geotech recently used Data Mosaic to 

present information based on gamma logs.

Stromberg herself has been able to use it in her work with the 

MinEx Cooperative Research Centre (MinEx CRC), where she is 

involved in the development of a real-time downhole assay tool 

based on Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS).

While there are handheld tools on the market that allow you to 

take point measurements with a LIBS device, or map of small 

portions of core, there’s nothing for measuring long drill holes, 

she explains, adding that the MinEx CRC project focuses on LIBS 

because it’s sensitive to the entire periodic table.

The project is at an early stage of R&D, but the team’s most 

recent publication, led by University of South Australia PhD 

Student Fernando Fontana, has shown that Data Mosaic provides 

a fast and objective interpretation method for data from a LIBS 

tool, identifying boundaries and rock types based on multiple 

elements across intervals of 0.35mm. 

Still pending in this project is work to overcome the challenges of 

creating a tool that can withstand the dirt, humidity and pressure 

in a downhole environment, as well as overcoming minerology 

and matrix effects that can interfere with the ability of LIBS to 

quantify rock types accurately and quickly.

Images from: 

E. J. Hill, M. A. Pearce, J. M. Stromberg, 2021. Improving Automated 

Geological Logging of Drill Holes by Incorporating Multiscale 

Spatial Methods. Math. Geosci. 53:21–53

https://doi.org/10.1007/s11004-020-09859-0

www.corescan.cl

Laboratorios Móviles

Imagen Hiperespectral

Mapeo Mineral

www.coreshed.com

Converting a simple signal to Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) plot

https://chilexploregroup.cl
https://corescan.com.au/
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THE OTHER SALVADORA: A KEY COPPER 
PLAY FOR SAN LORENZO GOLD 

ARTICLE

Veteran exploration geologist Terry Walker has had first-hand 

knowledge of the 8,796Ha Salvadora property near Chañaral 

since 2010, and has seen it change hands through a number of 

owners who did little more than tentative drilling campaigns, plus 

IP surveys of limited size.

Salvadora is now owned 100% by San Lorenzo Gold Corp. (TSX-V: 

SLG) and lies just 15km from Codelco’s 1.7bt El Salvador mine. It 

hosts similar alteration zones indicating three porphyry systems 

and two epithermal vein systems.

Now, as General Manager in Chile and VP of exploration at San 

Lorenzo, Walker can finally do Salvadora justice with full IP and 

magnetometer geophysical surveys and drilling.

The 260km magnetometer survey completed in June was largely 

to fill-in gaps in previous coverage, which had included extensive 

geological and geochemical surveys, selective IP surveys of 

the porphyry alteration zone (with coincident copper-gold soil 

anomalies detected), plus reconnaissance drilling of two of five 

targets found there, which encountered significant interests of 

copper-gold mineralization in both.

Walker confirmed to Chilexplore Report that the latest results 

do increase the footprint of some of the targets and make them 

more attractive.

The company is now running IP surveys to complement those 

done previously, and expects to proceed with drilling in October. 

The timing is determined more by the administrative work of 

securing drilling permits than the time needed to perform the 

surveys and process the results, Walker noted.

In 2015 the paperwork for securing drilling permits was a matter 

of days, but in 2019 it was taking weeks, even with details like 

access roads previously confirmed, he said. The key nowadays is 

to have a good team of negotiators, and Walker is confident that 

this is the case for San Lorenzo, which has good ties with the 

Not to be confused with the Rugby Mining property of the same name in our lead article, another “Salvadora” 400km to the 
south is central to San Lorenzo’s pivot to copper. 

Rubbing shoulders with Codelco’s El Salvador mine

The latest results increase the footprint 
of some of the historic targets, 
making them more attractive.

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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Copiapó branch of mining regulator Sernageomin and may even 

benefit from having staff with indigenous ties on the team.

MORE COPPER IN THE PORTFOLIO

A recent addition to San Lorenzo’s portfolio is the 2000Ha Punta 

Alta property, some 400km south of Salvadora and 8km from the 

historic Carrizal Alto copper-gold-cobalt mining district. 

Punta Alta hosts five known vein systems over a cumulative strike 

length of at least 4km, and sampling by San Lorenzo personnel 

from old workings on the site returned 1.0-1.5m @ 0.32-1.33% Cu; 

3.39–16.75g/t Au and 0.1–0.15% Co.

San Lorenzo has finished reviewing historic data of the site and 

is now running a property wide mapping and sampling program, 

Walker said.

The firm has CAD$1.7mn in treasury from recent fundraising but 

Walker believes this will be directed mainly to Salvadora and the 

Nancagua gold project in southern Chile. That said, he is aware 

that further financing will be necessary for drilling, and expects 

the San Lorenzo corporate team to consider the options for this 

in October or November.

The firm will continue work at Nancagua and Punta Alta in parallel 

with Salvadora, he confirmed, adding that he has prior experience 

of drilling Nancagua in 1993 and he considers this project quite 

advanced. The goal here for the next few months is to extend the 

main zones further to the east. 

Despite the recent addition of Punta Alta, Walker confirms that he 

likes to keep an eye out for opportunities in the rest of the region, 

particularly projects on Chile’s border with Argentina or Bolivia. 

Argentina would be preferable due to its bilateral agreement 

with Chile, whereas a project in Bolivia would probably require a 

partnership with a local firm.

Terry Walker, VP exploration at San Lorenzo Gold and Lithium Chile; and 
general manager of Geoservicios Piedra Dorada.

https://chilexploregroup.cl
http://www.sterlingcassidy.com
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NEWS

NEWS
ARGENTINA

ALDEBARAN INTERCEPTS 111M OF 1.4% CUEQ AT ALTAR

ARGENTINA

MCEWEN SPINS OFF LOS AZULES PROJECT INTO NEW COPPER 
UNIT

Hole 42 at QDM/Radio extends mineralization to the SE

Los Azules project, San Juan

The final two holes of a four-hole 2020/2021 drilling campaign at 

the Altar copper-gold project, controlled by Aldebaran Resources 

Inc. (TSX-V: ALDE), returned interceptions beyond the known 

resources at two targets.

At the QDM/Radio hole 42 intersected a high-grade mineralization 

now dubbed the Radio Porphyry, with 111m of 1.4% CuEq, within 

629m of 0.61% CuEq.

And at the Altar Central target, hole 219 intersected a previously 

undiscovered porphyry unit starting 5m beyond the current 

resource pit.

The results reinforce Aldebaran’s previously reported plan for the 

next drilling campaign to be larger in scale and scope.

McEwen Mining Inc. (NYSE, TSX: MUX) spun off its Los Azules copper project in 

San Juan into a new unit, McEwen Copper Inc., which also controls the Elder 

Creek exploration property in Nevada. 

The venture is financed by a US$80mn private placement, of which 50% is 

subscribed by Evanachan Limited, owned by McEwen Mining chairman Rob 

McEwen. The remaining 50% is available to qualified accredited investors.

McEwen Copper intends to pursue an initial public listing within 12 months from 

the closing of this offering. The proceeds will be used exclusively by McEwen 

Copper to advance the Los Azules project to a pre-feasibility study, construction 

of a new year-round access road to the project, exploration drilling at Los 

Azules and Elder Creek, environmental permitting and community relations, and 

general corporate purposes.

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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BRAZIL 

MERIDIAN EXPANDS POTENTIAL OF CABAÇAL PROJECT
Meridian Mining (TSXV: MNO) continues to confirm that 

the previous owners of its Cabaçal copper-gold project in 

Mato Grosso overlooked extensive tonnages of Cu-Au-Ag 

mineralization, both within and beyond the limits of the 

original mine.

The latest five holes of its ongoing 10,000m resource 

delineation drill program returned high-grade intervals 

including:

• 35.4m @ 1.4% CuEq from 106.0m

• 27.6m @ 1.3% CuEq from 35.5m

• 44.5m @ 1.1% CuEq from 101.5m

Meridian is now launching the first technical and 

infrastructure review via the Ausenco study, evaluating 

requirements for a future open pit operation.

Holes 17, 20 and 21 (right) broaden the mineralization envelope of historical drilling (left)

https://chilexploregroup.cl
https://chilexploregroup.cl/en/applied-geochemistry-in-exploration/
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Following the report in May of 163m @ 5.43% CuEq from hole 41 at 

the Filo del Sol project, owned by Filo Mining (TSXV: FIL), there was 

some expectation about results from hole 46, which penetrated 

near hole 41 but much deeper.

The hole returned 676m at 0.92% CuEq (0.57% Cu; 0.34g/t Au; 

11.3g/t Ag) from a depth of 380m, within a broader interval of 

1,378m at 0.71% CuEq from a depth of 77.7m.

CHILE

FILO MINING EXTENDS FILO DEL SOL RESOURCE DEPTH BY 250M

Detail of hole 46, compared to hole 32

Hole 46 extends the deposit at least 250m below previous holes 

and also increases the east-west dimension of the deposit, 

leaving it completely open to expansion further east.

Filo has drilled 11,280m during the 2020/2021 field season, via 15 

holes, and still awaits assay results from the last four of those 

holes.

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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CHILE

PAMPA METALS NOW ACTIVELY MODELING 3 PROJECTS

Pampa Metals Corp. (CSE: PM) is now actively modeling three 

projects, all at different stages.

The company expects to start drilling at its 7,600Ha Cerro Buenos 

Aires project late July, at the Cerro Chiquitin target in particular. 

A gradient array IP survey finished in May pointed to two principal 

anomalous areas: 

 • A “donut”-shaped IP chargeability anomaly, some 1.5km 

to 2.0km in diameter, to the north of Cerro Chiquitin. The outer 

chargeability ring may be related to a pyritic halo to a central 

porphyry-related system.

 • An approximately N-S trending chargeability anomaly 

more than 2km long and up to 1km wide, to the south of Cerro 

Chiquitin.

Meanwhile, at the 6,600Ha Redondo Veronica project Pampa is on 

schedule to complete six drill holes by late July, having started a 

2000m drill program late June. Assay results are expected in four 

to six weeks. 

And at the 9,900Ha Block 3 project the firm is progressing with a 

drone-flown magnetics survey, which was 50% complete by July 

5 and expected to conclude by the end of the month, weather-

permitting. the drone will then be redeployed to the Block 4 

project, approximately 50km south of Block 3.

Pampa spent much of 2020 running geophysics surveys at its 

Arrieros property before running into technical difficulties due to 

the geology, prompting a switch to these other properties.

The company is also in the process of bringing Austral Gold Ltd. 

(TSX-V: AGLD, ASX: AGD) on board as a joint venture partner in the 

Cerro Blanco and Morros Blancos properties.

All seven properties are in the Domeyko Cordillera porphyry 

copper belt, near Antofagasta. 

Drilling at the Redondo Veronica project started in June

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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CHILE

GOLDEN ARROW PREPARING RC DRILL CAMPAIGN AT ROSALES

Outline of the Rosales project, near Copiapó, and extension sought

Golden Arrow Resources (TSXV: GRG) has tendered a 2000m initial 

RC drill campaign at its 3444Ha Rosales Copper Project on the 

strength of Transient Electromagnetic (TEM) survey results. The 

survey information has also prompted Golden Arrow to apply for 

an additional 900Ha of concession rights for land immediately to 

the south of the project.

The survey identified significant areas with near-surface (~100m) 

anomalies that are prospective for sulphide copper mineralization, 

corresponding to the 850m x 500m G1 target and the 600m x 400m 

G2 target approximately 500m further south. A third conductive 

target has been identified 2650m to the northwest of G1.

During June, Golden Arrow also ran a 440km ground magnetic 

survey across the entire project and hopes to start RC drilling 

in August.

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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Orosur Mining Inc. (TSX: OMI) has now received 

assay results for 24 holes at the APTA prospect, 

within its Anzá project - 50km west of Medellín 

– and is nearing completion of the 9500m drill 

program started in November 2020. Results 

from the nine most recent assays include:

• 59.55m @ 9.61g/t Au, 6.23g/t Ag, 3.75% Zn

• 61.75m @ 2.05g/t Au, 3.3g/t Ag, 0.82% Zn

The results add 300m to the strike length 

modeled at APTA, with previous results focused 

on the first 500m of strike length.

Orosur’s Minera Anzá unit is wrapping up the 

final hole in the current drilling campaign 

and preparing to proceed with the next major 

phase of drilling, to identify additional centres 

of mineralisation along the 20km strike of the 

Aragon Fault, and other anomalous zones. 

The exploration team is also planning a large IP 

survey along various sections of the Aragon Fault 

that have thus far been shown to be prospective 

from preliminary field observations. Planning 

and ground clearance is now underway, and it is 

hoped that work may commence in early August 

2021.

Resource definition drilling at the El Silencio mine, within the 

Segovia Operation run by Gran Colombia Gold Corp. (TSX: GCM), 

has yielded high-grade intercepts of two new veins.

The news comes after 10,229m of drilling in Gran Colombia’s 

23,000m drilling campaign started in 2020 and which is additional 

COLOMBIA

OROSUR NEARING COMPLETION OF APTA FIRST PHASE DRILLING

COLOMBIA

GRAN COLOMBIA HITS TWO NEW VEINS AT EL SILENCIO

Drilling to date at the APTA prospect

to a 60,000m program targeting the Sandra K and Providencia 

mines. Highlights from the two new veins include:

1040 Vein: 0.56m @ 137.44 g/t Au and 10.1 g/t Ag 

1150 Vein: 0.54m @ 93.19 g/t Au and <0.3 g/t Ag

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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COLOMBIA

BAROYECA EXPANDS LA YE FOOTPRINT & TAVERA STRIKE LENGTH

COLOMBIA

LOS CERROS INTERCEPTS NEW PORPHYRY AT QUINCHÍA PROJECT

La Ye and Veta Grade vein systems and AgEq values over outcrop/sub-outcrop occurrences

Baroyeca Gold & Silver Inc. (TSX-V: BGS) expanded the 

footprint of the “La Ye” target at its 2,600Ha Atocha 

project in Tolima to over 250m x 500m with the discovery 

of a widespread system of parallel veins. 

Surface prospecting through systematic mapping and 

structural interpretation from Lidar imagery and DEM 

also led to identification of a new mineralized zone 

aligning with the Tavera vein system; and a high-grade 

mineralized zone at Veta Grande.

The inferred trace of the veins and surface 

geomorphological features at La Ye led to infill outcrops 

that have returned surface sample results of up to 

2544g/t Ag. 

The surveys prove that the Tavera-Guaduas vein corridor 

has a strike length in excess of 1,000m. La Ye and Veta 

Grande account for only 5% of the property area.

Baroyeca is conducting soil geochemistry programs 

in select areas of the property known to lack proper 

outcrop, but likely to trend with the known veins.

Los Cerros Limited (ASX: LCL) reported a major, near surface gold 

porphyry discovery at the Tesorito South target within its 100% 

owned Quinchía Gold Project in Risaralda.

Intercepts started with 36m @ 3.31g/t Au from hole 24 mid-June 

starting from surface, and in July the same drill pad returned 

330.3m @ 0.99g/t Au and 158.0m @ 1.42g/t Au from holes 25 and 

26, both also starting from surface.

Los Cerros has high expectations for pending assay results from 

hole 27, sited ~100m northeast of hole 25, covering terrain towards 

the Tesorito North target. 

Also in July, Los Cerros reported initial intercepts in the order 

of 500m @ 0.50g/t Au at the Ceibal target approximately 1km 

southwest of Tesorito.

Tesorito plan view showing modelled gold envelopes projected to surfa-
ce and major controlling structures
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North-northeast Central Cross-section of Cacharposa. Holes with pending assays in 
black and planned drill holes light green.

Long section of Warintza Central drilling, looking Southeast

ECUADOR

SOLGOLD PREPARES FOR DRILLING AT RIO AMARILLO AND SHARUG

ECUADOR

SOLARIS ADDS 250M TO WARINTZA STRIKE LENGTH

SolGold (LSE, TSX: SOLG) said it plans to increase 

exploration activity during 3Q21, particularly with the 

start of drilling at the Rio Amarillo and Sharug projects. 

A six-hole program is expected to start at Sharug in 

August, and Rio Amarillo will be ready for drilling mid-

September.

Meanwhile, SolGold is now drilling the 17th and 18th holes 

at the Cacharposa porphyry copper-gold target within 

its Porvenir project and awaits assay results for holes 

14-16. Highlights from holes 8-13 include 106m @ 1.02% 

CuEq and 108m @ 0.97% CuEq. 

The Cacharposa porphyry copper-gold target is part of 

a 1,700m long northerly-trending mineralised corridor, 

up to 1,000m wide.

Also, SolGold is drilling hole 5 at its Blanca project, Cerro 

Quiroz target. Hole 4 returned 9m @ 3.12g/t Au, including 

2m @ 12.62 g/t Au.

Solaris Resources Inc. (TSX: SLS) extended the strike 

length of its Warintza project to 1250m from the original 

scope of 1000m, on the strength of assay results from the 

last four holes of 26 drilled so far in its resource expansion 

program. 

The holes expanded the footprint W, SE and in particular 

NE, where hole 26 extended the mineralization limit more 

than 150m.

This latter hole yielded 1000m @ 0.60% CuEq, while hole 25 

to the west returned 382m @ 0.77% CuEq, including 230m 

@ 1.06% CuEq.

Assay results are pending for 10 more holes in the current 

drill program, including maiden drilling even further east. 

The program has consistently shown the highest-grade 

mineralization at Warintza occurs at or near surface, 

which lends itself to establishing a robust mine plan.

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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GUAYANA

PHASE 2 DRILL PROGRAM CONFIRMS STRUCTURAL CONTINUITY AT 
TOROPARU

PERU

C3 METALS EXTENDS JASPEROIDE FOOTPRINT, CONSOLIDATES OWNERSHIP

Results from a 10,494m, Phase 2 diamond drill program at the 

Toroparu Project in Western Guyana confirm continuity of both 

the NW oriented high-grade gold structures and the cross-

cutting E-W high-grade structures, Gran Colombia Gold Corp. 

(TSX: GCM) reported.  

The two drill programs confirm a 4km strike length of high-

grade gold mineralization at the recently acquired project, and 

identified a repeated pattern of intersections of NW-SE and E-W 

C3 Metals Inc. (TSXV: CCCM) reported high-grade intercepts from 

three holes 50m north of the seven holes already assayed in the 

Montaña de Cobre zone of its Jasperoide Cu-Au project.

Highlights include:

• 118.71m @ 1.15% Cu and 0.37 g/t Au from 87.3m (including 29.95m 

@ 2.57% Cu and 0.50 g/t Au from 106.1m)

• 99.81m @ 0.90% Cu and 0.34 g/t Au from 68.4m

The best result from the seven previous holes was 53.24m @ 3.11% 

Cu and 0.46 g/t Au (including 29.84m @ 4.96% Cu and 0.56 g/t Au).

Assay results are pending for another 12 holes. 

Earlier in the month C3 reached an agreement to consolidate 

its ownership of Jasperoide by acquiring Hochschild Mining PLC’s 

interest in the project and expects to be able to accelerate 

exploration as a result.

Toroparu high-grade intersections >5g/t Au

Jasperoide cross section showing the latest three results

oriented sub-vertical “jewelry boxes” with mineable widths of up 

to 100m vertically. Grades in these pipes range from 5g/t Au to 

greater than 20g/t Au, often surrounded by a lower grade (0.5 - 

5.0 g/t Au) halo of mineralized material.

Gran Colombia is preparing an updated mineral resource estimate 

and preliminary economic assessment (PEA) for the project, due 

for completion later in the northern hemisphere summer.
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Lacsha anomalies defined by recent talus sampling, and sampling in progress to the south

Outline of the Maria Cecilia porphyry complex and its resources

Analysis of 84 talus samples from the south portion of the Lacsha 

copper property, owned by Latin Metals Inc. (TSXV: LMS), confirmed 

a copper-molybdenum anomaly over an area of 1.5km by 1.0km. 

In May Latin Metals identified a similar 1km by 1km deposit called 

Lacsha North from 28 talus samples at the 4000Ha site. 

At both Lacsha North and South, evidence of porphyry copper 

mineralization is observed as chlorite, secondary biotite and 

Camino Minerals Corporation (TSXV: COR) completed 

its acquisition of the Maria Cecilia porphyry and 

skarn complex in Ancash, as previously announced 

in March.

Camino acquired the property indirectly, as a result 

of acquiring BVI-registered Minera Maria Cecilia 

Ltd. from Stellar Investment Holdings, an affiliate of 

Denham Capital. Under the terms of the transaction, 

Denham now owns 19.9% of Camino.

Camino will look at drilling Maria Cecilia after 

first launching a drill program at its Los Chapitos 

project, starting in August.

In May Camino completed private fundraising of 

US$7.5mn intended to finance development of 

Los Chapitos, Maria Cecilia and the Plata Dorada 

copper-silver project.

PERU

LATIN METALS CONFIRMS SECOND CU-MO ANOMALY AT LACSHA

PERU

CAMINO CLOSES MARIA CECILIA ACQUISITION

sericitic alteration in porphyritic rocks, locally associated with 

disseminated chalcopyrite.

Latin Metals is taking additional samples to further define 

the anomalies before embarking on geophysical surveys. On 

completion of drill permitting, the company intends to secure a 

partner to fund drill testing of the targets. 
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